AGENDA
House Committee on Ways and Means
Tuesday, February 20, 2018
Committee Room 6
9:30 a.m.

Chairman: Neil C. Abramson
Vice Chairman: James H. "Jim" Morris

Staff: Andrea Simmons, secretary
       Alison Pryor, deputy director
       Elise C. Read, legislative analyst

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. DISCUSSION OF LEGISLATION

_____ HB 7  JAMES  TAX/INCOME TAX Reduces the amount of the individual income tax deduction for excess federal itemized personal deductions (Item #6)

_____ HB 8  LEGER  TAX/INCOME TAX Reduces the amount of the individual income tax deduction for excess federal itemized personal deductions (Item #6)

_____ HB 9  LEGER  TAX/INCOME TAX Compresses the middle and upper individual income tax brackets and reduces the amount of the individual income tax deduction for excess federal itemized personal deductions (Items #1 and 6)

_____ HB 10 JAMES  TAX/INCOME TAX Modifies the term "federal income tax liability" to include certain federal net disaster losses (Item #9)

_____ HB 13 SHADOIN  TAX/INCOME TAX Changes the middle and upper income tax brackets for purposes of calculating individual income tax and reduces the amount of the deduction for excess federal itemized personal deductions (Items #1 & 6)

_____ HB 14 LEGER  TAX CREDITS Provides relative to the individual income tax credit for taxes paid to other states (Item #5)

_____ HB 16 LEGER  TAX/TAX REBATES Reduces the amount of the rebate for the Competitive Projects Payroll Incentive Program and provide for continued effectiveness of reductions in the amount of certain rebates (Item #4)

_____ HB 17 DWIGHT  TAX/SALES-USE, STATE Provide for the applicability of certain exclusions and exemptions to state sales and use taxes (Item #7)
______ HB 18  HAVARD  TAX/SALES-USE, STATE Provides for the applicability of certain exclusions and exemptions to the state sales and use tax (Item #7)

______ HB 19  LEGER  TAX/SALES & USE Provides with respect to taxation of the sales of certain services (Item #2)

______ HB 20  HAVARD  TAX/SALES-USE, STATE Provides relative to the base of the state sales and use tax and to provide for the applicability of certain exclusions and exemptions (Item #7)

______ HB 21  LEGER  TAX/CORP INCOME Reduces the amount of certain corporate income tax deductions and provides for continued effectiveness of reductions to certain corporate income tax deductions and exclusions (Item #4)

______ HB 22  SHADOIN  TAX/CORP INCOME Reduces the amount of certain corporate income tax deductions and provides for continued effectiveness of reductions to certain corporate income tax deductions and exclusions (Item #4)

______ HB 23  DWIGHT  TAX/SALES-USE, STATE Provides with respect to the rate and base of the state sales and use tax (Item #7)

______ HB 24  SMITH, P.  TAX/SALES-USE, STATE Repeals the state sales tax holidays (Item #7)

______ HB 25  MORRIS, JAY  TAX/SALES-USE-EXEMPT Removes the July 1, 2018, sunset date with respect to the applicability of certain exclusions and exemptions from state sales and use tax making the effectiveness of the exclusions and exemptions permanent (Item #7)

______ HB 26  DWIGHT  TAX/SALES-USE, STATE Provides with respect to the state sales and use tax rate (Item #7)

______ HB 27  SMITH, P.  TAX Increases the tax on certain telecommunication devices and services (Item #10)

______ HB 28  SMITH, P.  TAX Increases the tax on certain telecommunication devices and services and levies a tax on prepaid mobile devices and prepaid mobile device cards (Item #10)

IV. OTHER BUSINESS

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS

VI. ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE SUBMIT A WITNESS CARD TO THE SECRETARY BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.